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Swimming pool dehumidifiers



Swimming pool dehumidifiers are available as wall-mounted or floor-standing domestic units, through to high capacity and commercial ducted swimming pool dehumidifiers for any size pool or environment - offering complete humidity climate control solutions. Discover our range of swimming pool dehumidifiers and contact us today to speak to an expert about your specific requirements.
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Calorex DH 30-60 MTW – swimming pool dehumidifiers




Wall-mounted swimming pool dehumidifiers



The DH 30-60 MTW range are high performance, low cost wall-mounted dehumidifiers with an integrated air heating option available.




















Calorex DH 75-110 – swimming pool and commercial dehumidifiers




Floor-standing swimming pool and commercial dehumidifiers



With high moisture extraction for low energy use, as well as being corrosion free and easy to clean, these dehumidifiers are ideal for keeping humidity under control.




















Calorex Variheat series – ducted swimming pool and commercial dehumidifiers




AA/AW 600-900-1200-1500



The Variheat range are sophisticated air handling units incorporating heat pump dehumidification technology.




















Dantherm CDP 40-50-70 – swimming pool dehumidifiers




Wall-mounted/floor-standing swimming pool dehumidifiers



The wall-mounted or floor-standing CDP 40-50-70 condensation dehumidifiers have been designed to blend well with any modern pool interior.




















Dantherm CDP 40-50-70T – swimming pool dehumidifiers




Wall-mounted swimming pool dehumidifiers



The CDP 40T-50T-70T condensation dehumidifiers have been designed for through-the-wall mounting in your swimming pool plant room.




















Dantherm CDP 75-125-165 – swimming pool dehumidifiers




High capacity ducted swimming pool and commercial dehumidifiers



The CDP 75-125-165 condensation dehumidifiers have been designed for ducted installation in plant rooms for a wide range of commercial installation.




















Dantherm DanX AF – swimming pool and commercial dehumidifiers




High capacity swimming pool and commercial ducted dehumidifiers



The DanX AF is a very effective heat pump dehumidification system, which perfectly controls the humidity and indoor temperature while offering significant running cost reductions.




















SET AFX 1 – swimming pool dehumidifiers




Swimming pool dehumidifiers



The AFX 1 dehumidifier range offers unsurpassed dehumidification and heat recovery performance using minimal energy.




















SET 1501-2501-3501 T – swimming pool dehumidifiers




Wall-mounted/floor-standing swimming pool dehumidifiers



These stylish dehumidifiers blend into any private pool or spa are energy-efficient and quiet.




















Trotec DS 30 – pool dehumidifier




Wall-mounted swimming pool dehumidifiers



Highly economical dehumidifier with powerful air circulating radial fan.




















Trotec DS 60 – pool dehumidifier




Wall-mounted swimming pool dehumidifiers



Effective humidity regulation in indoor swimming pools or whirlpools.



















Why choose swimming pool dehumidifiers?

Even the best-kept indoor pools can lose as much as several hundred litres per day through the natural process of evaporation. If this volume of moisture goes unregulated, conditions inside can quickly deteriorate.

As well as compromising the integrity of the swimming pool hall, the presence of excess moisture inside can create a dense fog-like atmosphere that obscures vision and creates an unpleasant, thick atmosphere for bathers, restricting how well they can breathe.

With such a high saturation of moisture in an uncontrolled swimming pool hall, mould and mildew can also quickly develop and cause additional discomfort to those with allergies and asthma.

It is not just the presence of excess moisture that can cause issues for bathers. If interior conditions are too dry, this can also cause several health-related issues. To strike a comfortable balance many indoor pools, commercial and home-built, target an environment with a relative humidity of between 55% and 65%.

However, keeping these conditions within desired parameters is easier said than done. To stop unwanted moisture from seeping in and taking hold of your pool room, an effective and energy-efficient indoor swimming pool dehumidifier is a must. 

To carry out this important role in a wide range of pool environments, there are several different types of dehumidifiers.

Many of our smaller, domestic systems work on the principle of condense dehumidification wherein warm air is drawn in over a series of cooling coils. As the water vapour reaches its dew point, it condenses into droplets which are then captured and drained away. 

For more commercially focused swimming pool room dehumidification, high-performance ventilation dehumidifiers work by extracting stale humid air and drawing in a flow of fresh outdoor air in its place. To maximise energy efficiency, our range of technology is capable of economical heat recovery and built using robust, highly efficient components. 

Tackling the many hurdles that commercial and domestic swimming pool halls face requires a purpose-built indoor pool dehumidifier with an air flow large enough to service the pool room adjoined.

We have a wide selection of wall-mounted and floor-standing dehumidification systems suited to indoor pool areas large and small.
To learn what option best suits your environment and can drive the greatest savings economically and environmentally, speak with our team today.
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Dehumidification of indoor pool areas



44 pages of expert advice to keep the air in indoor swimming pool areas healthy and comfy
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The importance of proper dehumidification for your pool



Benefits of a Calorex swimming pool dehumidifier
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Easy-to-use pool dehumidifier for holiday home rentals



Swimming pool dehumidifier solutions for rental homes
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 - 1 min read




























Reach out to an expert



Need help with choosing the right solution? Our team of over 100 climate control experts can assist.



































Sign up to our newsletter

Join more than 5,000 professionals and be among the first to receive the latest news and updates from the Dantherm Group.
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